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Beautiful B irds

Robin

Introduction

Use this book to learn how to draw beautiful pictures.
Each drawing project has six step-by-step instructions to
help you, and there is a different feature pattern to learn
for each project that also has step-by-step instructions.
Draw your own picture in the space provided at the end
of the instructions. The first step of each project is lightly
drawn already to help you get started. At the end of each
project is a finished drawing for you to colour in.
In the Beautiful Birds section, you can learn to draw
wonderful feathery birds like a peacock, or practise
underwater creatures in Under The Sea. Get outdoorsy
in the Nature Trail section and learn to draw everything
from elephants to rabbits in Amazing Animals. Practise
beautiful designs in the Pretty Patterns section, draw
delicious treats in Fancy Food and doodle gorgeous
patterns in Decorative Designs.

Decorate the robin’s wing with this beautiful flower.

Flower
Pattern

Draw a big circle with a smaller
circle inside it.

Add petal shapes with three
short lines inside them.

Draw a curved line around the
edge and a splodge in the middle
with dots in it.

Practise the pattern here.
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Beautiful B irds

Beautiful B irds
Draw your robin in this frame.

1. Draw the rounded outline of
your robin using curved and
sweeping lines.

4. Add the feature pattern to
your robin's wing, and draw a
feather pattern in the section
underneath its wing using
overlapping petal shapes.
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2. Give your robin a tail, using a
slightly curved rectangle. Then
draw a large teardrop shape
for its wing on the left-hand
side and a large semi-circle for
your robin's breast on the
right-hand side.

5. Add some smaller petal shapes
and lines inside the feather
pattern and around your robin's
head. You can also add a pretty
heart border around your
robin's breast.

3. Using simple lines add in two
legs, a big gleaming eye and
a beak. You can also show
your robin's head by drawing a
curved line behind its eye joining
up with the top of the wing.

6. For the finishing touches, draw
some dashed lines and V-shaped
lines and dots in the empty
spaces to create different
feathery effects.
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Beautiful B irds

under the s ea

Colour me in.

Crab
Doodle crazy splodges to camouflage your crab.

Splodge
Pattern

Use a curvy line to
draw a splodge.

Fill the splodge
with dots.

Practise the pattern here.
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Under The S ea

Under The S ea
Draw your crab in this frame.

1. Create the body of your crab
by drawing a squashed diamond
shape and add a scalloped line
across the top.

4. Divide each of the legs into
sections. Add a scalloped line
on the claws, and draw four
parallel lines with little circles
between them across the middle
of the pincers.
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2. Draw two front claws, made
up of rounded shapes with two
giant pincers on the end.

5. Add parallel lines to the tips
of the pincers, legs and the
scalloped edge around the top
of the body.

3. Add in eight finger shapes for
the legs and draw two triangles
inside your crab's body. Give
your crab two bulging eyes and
some antennae.

6. Finally, decorate the empty
spaces with the feature pattern.
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under the s ea

under the s ea

Colour me in.

Fish
Use this swirly scale pattern to decorate your fish.

Scale
Pattern

Draw a row of petal
shapes with a shorter
row next to it.

Add smaller petal
shapes with a swirl
inside each big petal.

Practise the pattern here.
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